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Abstract 
 

This document details the design specifications for the entire SoundHub system as well as each of the 

individual components. The goal is to give the reader a detailed look at each portion of the proof-of-

concept model from hardware to firmware/software and including specifications and justifications of 

the design approaches. 

 

Overall the proof-of-concept model of SoundHub system includes three major components: 

 

● Hardware development aimed to provide high quality audio transmission through the design and 

implementation of a customized Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) system 

● Firmware development on the evaluation board to achieve audio streaming through a Wi-Fi network 

to multiple speaker systems 

● Software development aimed to develop an Android application which is capable of controlling 

playback over a mobile device 

 

Each of the three components has its own section describing the technical details which fulfill the 

functional requirements mentioned in the previous document “Functional Specification for SoundHub: 

Wireless Speaker Module” [1]. Justifications are provided for design approaches and the motives for 

choosing specific hardware components.  

 

The final section of the document provides a set of preliminary test procedures to examine the model 

functionality of the proof-of-concept model. The test plan is divided into two parts: individual 

component testing and an evaluation of the integrated system. Detailed testing procedures for each 

part to be followed throughout the design and implementation are provided as an appendix in the end 

of the document.  
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Glossary 
 

3PDT 3-Pole Double Throw, a switch type with 9 pins 

AC Alternating Current 

Alljoyn  Open source framework which enable wireless streaming through Wi-Fi network 

Android A science fiction robot with human appearance; also a mobile operating system 

developed and open sourced by Google 

AP  Access Point 

ARM A British Company that specializes in developing computer instruction architecture sets 

CPU  Central Processing Unit 

DAC  Digital Analog Converter 

FCC  Federal Communications Commission 

FIFO First In First Out  

GPIO  General Purpose Input/Output 

I2S Integrated Interchip Sound, a standard serial bus used for digital audio communication 

IC Integrated circuitry  

IEEE  Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

iOS A Cisco router operating system; also an embedded operating system created by Apple 

to run on their phones and some music players 

LED  light Emitting Diode 

Musydra  An open source android music streamer application with built in Alljoyn framework 

OSI  Open Systems Interconnection 

PCB  Printed Circuit Board 

PCM  Pulse Code Modulation 

RC Resister Capacitor, This is referred to the resister capacitor based low pass filer design 

RCA Radio Corporation of America, a type of coaxial connection used to transfer audio and 

video signals.  

RoHS  Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive 

RSSI Received Signal Strength Index 

Sink  An endpoint that receives audio sent from an application using the “Alljoyn” framework 

SMT  Surface Mount Technology 
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SNR  Signal to Noise Ratio 

Source  An endpoint that sends audio signals to the network destined to a point of interest. In 

this document, this is a mobile device or computer 

SPDIF Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format 

THD+N   Total Harmonic Distortion 

TOSLINK  Toshiba Link, A standard optical cable typically used to transfer audio signals 

UDP  User Datagram Protocol 

Wandboard An evaluation hardware chosen for the purposes of developing the SoundHub as a 

proof-of-concept model 

WI-FI  A popular technology that allows an electronic device to exchange data or connect to 

the internet wirelessly using radio waves 

WPS  Wi-Fi protected setup 
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1.0 Introduction 
 

1.1 Scope 
This documentation describes the technical details of the wireless speaker adapter system named 

SoundHub, including the design approaches and possible modifications of the proof-of concept-model, 

the marketable revision, and the final consumer product. These technical details will be used as 

reference throughout the design and implementation phase and will be referred to in future documents. 

 

This design specification will outline the following details: 

 The SoundHub product and its features 

 Overview of the system specification and justification 

 Technical details of system design to support the functional requirements 

 A set of preliminary test plans to examine the model functionality 

 

1.2 Intended Audience 
The intended users of this document include all members of team Arimus Audio and potential 

stakeholders of the project. The team leads can use this document as a guide to measure the overall 

progress while the developers can refer this when implementing the design. Stakeholders can use this 

document to gain high level view on how the device will be implemented.  

 

1.3 Project Background 
The SoundHub is the next revolutionary step in wireless speaker technology. Designed to be sleek and 

discreet, it allows existing wired speakers to attain wireless freedom by streaming music from other 

devices to it. Furthermore by utilizing modern Wi-Fi protocols, multiple speakers connected to separate 

SoundHub devices can be streamed to at the same time. With SoundHub, rooms or entire homes can 

have access to streamed audio content, with full control through your handheld devices or computers. 

 

The goal is to produce a slim and discreet speaker attachment that will allow music streaming through 

Wi-Fi, while maintaining a price point much lower than existing competition. This product will allow 

users to gain the benefits of wireless streaming without having to upgrade their entire audio system. 

Figure 1 shows an artist’s rendering of how the SoundHub will look along with an audio system. 
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Figure 1: Artist’s SoundHub Rendering 
 

With user-friendliness in mind, the SoundHub requires minimal setup and has intuitive user controls. 

The setup requires the SoundHub to be connected to the user’s speakers and will use a Wi-Fi network. 

Once connected to the network the mobile device will be able to find and wirelessly stream music to the 

SoundHub. 

 

1.4 Requirements Classification  
The requirements referenced throughout this document are taken from the functional specification 

document [1]. The following convention has been used to represent the functional requirement: 

[Req x.y.z P] 

where x.y.z indicates the requirement section and number and P number represents priority level. The 

priority level is divided into three levels 

P1: Requirement that is high priority and is essential to the proof-of-concept model 

P2: Requirement that is a moderate priority and is aimed for the marketable revision 

P3: Requirement that is low priority and is applicable to the final consumer product 
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2.0 System Specification and Justification 

2.1 Use Case 
Our product consists of two systems for the user to interact with the application on their own mobile 

devices and the SoundHub device itself. Figure 2 shows a use case diagram which defines how a user 

may interact with the system. A use case diagram shows the functionality from the perspective of the 

user. Associations between the user and the use case are shown by solid lines with arrowheads 

indicating the initial invocation. Dotted lines indicate extended associations, in our case these are 

usually between the two systems which are separated by bounding boxes. 

 
Figure 2: Use Case Diagram for the SoundHub System 
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The mobile application is the interface between the user and the SoundHub. Once the mobile and the 

SoundHub devices are connected to the Wi-Fi network, the application identifies the SoundHub device 

and is able to remotely send commands through Wi-Fi network such as play/pause, songs selection, and 

volume control. The user can also directly interact with the SoundHub device. A volume knob is provided 

on the front panel, so the volume adjustment can be achieved through physical interaction. On the back 

panel of the device, two 3.5mm jacks are provided for speaker connections and/or another wired input 

device, along with a toggle switch to select output from line-in, the wireless receiver and mute. A status 

light-emitting diode (LED) array is provided on the bevelled edge of the of the pyramidal which indicates 

the current status of the SoundHub device. 

 

2.2 Top Level Design 

 

The system design consists of three major sections: 

● Hardware development aimed to provide high quality audio transmission through the design and 

implementation of a customized DAC system 

● Firmware development on the evaluation board to achieve audio streaming through a Wi-Fi network 

to multiple speaker systems 

● Software development aimed to develop an Android application which is capable of controlling 

playback over a mobile device 

 

The hardware component of the SoundHub consists of an ARM Cortex-A9 central processing unit (CPU) 

on the development board named Wandboard [2], which is running an embedded Linux kernel and 

custom firmware. The hardware peripherals include a Wi-Fi module, a volume knob, status lights and 

customized circuitry to transform the streaming data into a signal which can be played through speakers. 

Within the circuitry a Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format (SPDIF) decoder is used to decode the digital 

audio stream. Following this, a DAC is used to convert the decoded digital signal into an analog signal. 

This analog signal is ready to be outputted through the 3.5mm line-out jack after a signal amplification 

stage. In addition a line-in feature is added which allows wired connection between a source device and 

the SoundHub.  This way the users are able to promptly switch between wireless streaming and their 

original wired configuration.  
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A high level block diagram of wireless speaker adapter is shown below in Figure 3: 

 

Figure 3: Block Diagram of the Wireless Speaker Adapter 

 

For the firmware and software components of the system, an open source framework named “AllJoyn” 

[3] was adopted and modified to achieve the core functionalities of the SoundHub device. This 

framework was chosen because of the wide range of features and support in terms of both hardware 

and software with different language bindings and also varies development platform support. The 

mobile devices are able to discover the SoundHub when on the same Wi-Fi network using the auto-

generated unique identifier. Once a valid connection between the SoundHubs and the mobile device is 

created in the discovery phase, exchanges requests to stream or adjust parameters can be made. For 

streaming music, the mobile application acts as the “Source” where the music files are streamed and the 

SoundHubs play the “Sink” role to receive the signal and pass them to the hardware component for 

decoding and playing. 

 

2.3 Functionality Justification 
Functionality was chosen based on the user demand for a wireless speaker system that is capable of 

streaming music to multiple devices to create a whole house audio experience. The goal for the 

SoundHub is to be a low cost, sustainable, quality music device. With this in mind, the functionality and 

design decisions were made to balance each of the three objectives.  

 

The choice of adopting open source materials allows interested individuals in the open source 

community to develop more functions and features into the SoundHub. Also, by implementing a 

customized DAC system, the SoundHub can be future proofed by supporting higher specifications than 

consumer grade audio formats. This allows the SoundHub to be kept by a user for longer periods 

without having to pre-emptively replace it. To be even more sustainable the SoundHub incorporates 
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exclusively recyclable materials for its enclosure. 

 

All the functionality has been tailored to make SoundHub a household electronic that will last. By 

making it versatile and able to be incorporated into any existing sound system, it discourages wasteful 

purchases of entirely new systems simply for the wireless capabilities. Its simple design and ease of use 

will make it an essential addition to home audio systems. 

 

2.4 Safety and Sustainability 
At Arimus Audio we are focused on making sure that our product is both sustainable and safe for users. 

We designed our product with the idealized goal of a cradle to cradle design in mind. This is built into 

the very purpose of our producet which can be combined with a home’s pre-existing audio system to 

allow users to forego purchases of entirely new speakers and promote speaker re-use. However, given 

the current nature of consumer electronics, this was not possible; still we focused on making sure our 

product to have as little negative impacts on the environment and peoples’ lives as possible. 

 

The enclosure is to be made primarily of wood to maximize recycled material and reduce the 

environmental impact. Electronic components are to be easily separable from the enclosure to allow 

simple recycling procedures. In addition, Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) [4] compliant 

materials have been selected to ensure there are no heavy metals such as lead found. By following this 

requirement throughout the project, this sets the standard for a lead-free device in future prototyping 

and production phases. 

 

In regards the safety, the enclosure is to be designed without harmful sharp edges and corners while 

retaining an overall pyramidal shape. Components inside the enclosure are secured with standoffs 

against the pyramid shell to prevent movement and damage to parts. Screws will be placed on the 

opening plate preventing unintended access to electronic components. The SoundHub will also follow 

the guidelines of Federal Communications Commission (FCC) section 15 Class B Digital Device [5]. 

Section 15 Class B digital Device indicates that this, “digital device that is marketed for use in a 

residential environment notwithstanding use in commercial, business and industrial environments.” *5+. 

Some examples of such devices includes, but are not limited to, personal computers, calculators, and 

similar electronics devices that are marketed for use by the general public. We intend on supporting 

wireless standards such as Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11n-2009 [6] and 

also more recent IEEE standards to promote the longevity of SoundHub as we develop the product into 

its further stages. 

 

Future SoundHub roadmaps will be more focused on its safety and sustainability. Plans for certifications 

and assessment various safety and environmental standards are being discussed. Strategies for the 

SoundHub’s components and enclosure’s redesign to target energy efficiency and cost reduction are 

also going to be formulated during the prototyping development cycle. 
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3.0 Electronic Design 
 

The following section presents the detailed design of the customized hardware DAC system. The main 

objective of implementing this customized DAC system is to provide a superior listening experience over 

the all-purpose audio codec on the Wandboard. The functionality of this DAC system includes receiving 

SPDIF signals sent from the CPU of the Wandboard which are decoded into Integrated Interchip Sound 

(I2S) format with corresponding system clock, and then the DAC circuitry converts digital I2S data into 

analog stereo audio signal to the 3.5mm audio jack. A high level block diagram is shown as Figure 4 

below.  

 

 
Figure 4: Block Diagram of the Custom Audio Processing Hardware 

 

 

The realization of this DAC system will be constructed on a custom order printed circuit board (PCB) 

using mostly surface mount technology (SMT) components (eg. ICs, capacitors, inductors, and resistors), 

and few through hole components (eg. LEDs, voltage regulators, and audio jacks). The schematic and 

layout of the circuit is created using CadSoft Eagle PCB design software [7].  

 

The customized DAC system consists of two main modules to manipulate the audio signal, two support 

modules, power and status indication, and two external modules, volume knob and line-in switch, for 

audio control via input from the user.  

1. SPDIF to I2S decoder circuit* 
2. I2S to stereo audio DAC circuit 
3. Power supply circuit (providing +3.3V, +5V and + 12V voltage)  
4. System status circuit 
5. Volume knob circuit  
6. Line-in switch circuit  
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Figure 5 shown below is the hardware system block diagram of the SoundHub system: 

 
Figure 5: Hardware System Block Diagram 

 

Detailed explanations of each module will be provided along with the relevant technical descriptions of 

each the components in the following sub-sections. The recommended designs from the datasheets of 

the decoder DIR9001 [8], and DAC PCM1794A [9] along with Pavouk’s schematic [10] were referenced 

when designing the customized DAC system. For the complete system circuitry of our design, please 

refer to the schematics and layout files in Appendix A and B. 

 

*Note that the design specification outlines the proof-of-concept model. In this model, the audio data 

transmits via the SPDIF protocol. In the future prototype we DAC system is built together with the CPU, 

the entire decoder stage can be removed as the I2S signals can be retrieved directly from the CPU. This 

approach is currently unavailable in the proof-of-concept model due to the physical limitations of the 

development board. 

 

3.1 SPDIF to I2S decoder circuit 

3.1.1 Decoder system overview and theory of operation 

In the proof-of-concept model, the digital audio data is streamed to the development board and the 

CPU will decode the received packets and encode the music data into SPDIF format, outputting through 

the TOSLINK port.  
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Figure 6 shows the TOSLINK (Toshiba Link) connection on the development board. 

 

 
Figure 6: Wandboard: TOSLINK Jack 

 

The SPDIF signal contains both the audio serial data signals and its corresponding clocks. Since the DAC 

stage will require a clock source with low phase jitter and noise for optimal performance, the audio 

serial data and clocks should be separated. Satisfying requirement [Req 3.2.3 - P1], a decoder circuit is 

built to convert SPDIF signals into I2S signals. The block diagram of the decoder circuit is shown as Figure 

7 below. 

 

 
Figure 7: Decoder Block Diagram 

 

The I2S protocol is an electrical serial bus interface standard used for communicating pulse-code 

modulated (PCM) audio data between integrated circuits in an electronic device [11]. The I2S protocol 

utilize three buses in transmission: the first bus for left and right channel selection, the second bus for 

bit clock and the third bus for audio serial data. Figure 8 shows the composition of a 24 bit I2S signal. 
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Figure 8: Composition of a 24 bit I2S Signal 

 

3.1.2 Decoder Circuit Description 

Figure 9 shows the entire decoder circuit. 

 
 

Figure 9: Decoder Circuit Schematic 

 

 

The decoder chip used in this stage, the DIR9001, is renowned for its high performance in audio 

applications such as mobile audio devices and high-end PC sound cards. The DIR9001 chip offers sample  
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word length of up to 24 bits at sampling frequency of 96kHz [Req 3.2.10-P2] The decoder chip will 

convert SPDIF signals into I2S signal and its corresponding system clock. Please refer to Appendix C.1 for 

the decoder pin layout table. 

 

Note the input pin RXIN accepts both optical TOSLINK connection and electrical Radio Corporation of 

America (RCA) connection. However for the RCA connection, the DIR9001 needs an external differential 

to single converter. In addition, a transformer is required to establish galvanic isolation between the 

input source and DAC system. (For specific information about galvanic isolation, please refer to 

Appendix C9.) Thus, S22083 [12] transformer and SN75178B differential bus transceiver [13] are 

selected for SPDIF input signal processing and the output from SN75178B feeds into the DIR9001 

decoder chip. With revision A, the zero ohm resistor R6 is disconnected, leaving only the TOSLINK signal 

connected to the DIR9001 input pin. The supervisory circuit IC MCP130 [14] is needed in this circuit for 

controlling the reset pin of the DIR9001 decoder. Error LED4 will light up when SPDIF signal is not 

present or when an error with the input signal detected. Audio LED5 will light up when the input SPDIF 

signal does not contain raw PCM audio data. 

Table 1: Control pins settings of DIR9001 

Pins Logic level 

CKSEL* Low 

ERROR Low 

PSCK0 High 

PSCK1 High 

FMT0 High 

FMT1 High 

 

 

CKSEL pin and ERROR pin are set to logic low in order to recover clocks from SPDIF input. FM0 and FM1 

are set to logic high to I2S output format. PSCK0 and PSCK1 are set to logic high for faster system clock.  

*Note that the CKSEL pin can also be tied to the ERROR pin. This sets the DIR9001 to AUTO mode which 

the chip automatically selects the clock source based on the output of the ERROR pin. For specific pins 

for controlling the mode of operation refer to Appendix C. 3.  

 

After this stage, the retrieved I2S signal and its system clock will be transmitted to the DAC circuit for 

digital to analog audio conversion. 
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3.2 DAC circuit 

3.2.1 DAC circuit system overview and theory of operation 

After the decoder stage, the decoded I2S signals with its corresponding system clock signal are produced. 

In the DAC circuit stage, the DAC circuit will convert the received I2S signal into analog stereo audio 

format to end user [Req 3.2.6-P1].  The corresponding system clock is required for operating digital 

interpolation filters and data segmentation. After digital to analog conversion, the generated stereo 

audio signal will be amplified through operational amplifier stage for optimal audio experience.  A 

simple block diagram illustrating this stage is shown below as Figure 10. 

 

 
Figure 10: DAC Block Diagram 

 

Since noise and distortion generated in the amplification stage are not negligible, the design of the 

amplifier circuit is critical to achieving high Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of more than 115dB [Req 3.2.4 - 

P1] and low Total Harmonic Distortion (THD+N) of less than -95dB [Req 3.2.5 - P1]. Therefore, a high 

performance differential amplifier is selected for the amplifier stage.   
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The following Figure 11 demonstrates an unbalanced system. 

 

 
Figure 11: Unbalanced System 

 

An unbalanced signal is the scenario when only one wire carries the signal. Even if the signal from a 

source is clean, the wire acts as an antenna and background noise will be added along the wire. Thus, 

when the signal reaches the amplifier, the noise coupled with the signal will also be amplified, producing 

a poor output signal.  

 

The following Figure 12 demonstrates a balanced system. 

 

 

 
Figure 12: Balanced System 

 

A balanced signal means there are two wires carrying the signal with a 180 degree of phase difference. 

As the signals are transmitted through wires, they pick up the same background noise as the unbalanced 

signal. Although these two signals are 180 degrees out of phase to each other, the coupled noise are in 
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phase. When they are processed by the differential amplifier, the noise will be subtracted out with the 

following equation shown below. 

 

                      

3.2.2 DAC circuit description 

The DAC circuit consists of two sub-stages: I2S to differential stereo output stage and the amplification 

stage. The Figure 13 below shows the entire DAC circuit. 

 

 
 

Figure 13: DAC System Schematic 

 

3.2.2.1 I2S to Differential Stereo Current Output Stage 

Refer to Appendix C.7 for relevant specification information information on the PCM1794A DAC IC. 

 

The DAC chip used in this stage is PCM1794A, a high performance DAC supporting up to 24 bit 192kHz 

audio signal that converts I2S signals into differential stereo audio format. In the proof-of-concept 

model the DAC chip is operating at 24 bit 96kHz as the signal output from the DIR9001 decoder is in this 

format. For future prototypes where the decoder is no longer required, the DAC chip will be set to 

operate at 24bit 192kHz for optimal performance. For a detailed functional block diagram of PCM1794A, 

please refer to Appendix C.6.  
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Table 2: Pin Settings for the PCM1794A DAC 

 

Pin Name Logic Level 

Mono L 

CHSL L 

FMT0 L 

FMT1 L 

 

In order to convert the I2S signal to stereo differential out, mode of operation needs to be set by the 

control pins, either 5V high, or ground as low. All four output format control pins are set to L for I2S 

stereo output. For specific pin settings please refer to Appendix C.8. The DEM pin enables de-emphasis 

such that the high frequency signal is attenuated when the pin is set to logic high. The MUTE pin enables 

hardware mute such that outputs are transitioned to the bipolar zero level in -0.5 dB. The MUTE pin is 

connected to General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) from the development board so that the DAC chip 

can be electrically muted by the user from software control. Note that in the DAC schematic, many 

control pins are tied to VCC with a jumper and a pull down resistor to ground. When these jumpers are 

not installed, control pins are set to logic low by the pull-down resistor.  

3.2.2.2 Amplification stage 

The Figure 15 below details the amplifier stage of the DAC system. 

 

 
 

Figure 14: DAC Amplifier Stage Schematic 
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After the DAC chip converts I2S signal to current differential output for left and right audio channel, the 

amplifier stage takes the differential input and converts it into single stereo audio format which is 

connected to a line-out 3.5mm audio jack. C21 and C22 are used for filtering the high frequency 

components out of the audio band.  As explained in the theory of operation section, by employing 

differential amplification design, higher SNR can be achieved. Passive SMT components will allow 

flexibility when tuning values to improve performance in future revisions. 

 

Note that the TL072 [15] differential amplifier is not the optimal chip for this specific type of application. 

The differential amplifier LT1028 recommended by Texas Instrument’s reference design will provide an 

even higher SNR, but at a higher input voltage level of +15V. Considering the current time constraints, 

building an Alternating to Direct Current (AC-DC) power supply is not within the scope of this project. 

Currently the DAC system is supplied by an ATX PSU which does not include a +15V rail. Therefore, the 

TL072 is chosen as an alternative as it has been tested to work at +12V. 

 

3.3 Power Supply Circuit 
 

Figure 15 below shows the schematic of the power circuit. 

 

 
Figure 15: Power Supply Schematic 

 

In this proof-of-concept model, the modules of the DAC circuitry are powered by an external ATX PSU. 

An ATX PSU conveniently provides all the voltage lines required: +3.3V, +5V, +12V, -12V, and also 

ensures [Req 3.2.1 - P1], [Req 3.2.2 - P1], [Req 3.2.9 - P2] are met. Voltage regulators: +5V LP2950 [16], 

+3.3V LE33CZ [17], +12V UA78L12 [18], and -12V MC79L12 [19] are additionally used to ensure stabilized 

DC voltage outputs. Tantalum and thin film capacitors are used in parallel for power supply rail  
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decoupling, effectively reducing or eliminating noise that may affect the rest of the circuitry. Note that 

in the PCB layout design, thicker traces (0.032 mils) are used for the power lines to allow for greater 

heat dissipation.  

 

3.4 System Status Circuit 
The only source of user feedback in the SoundHub is the LED status lights as required in [Req 3.2.16 - P2]. 

The circuit for shown in Figure 12 shows the 3 LEDs powered through the GPIO lines with 1.5kΩ resistors 

to ensure the current through the LEDs is within spec. LED parts are still currently being sourced, but an 

alternative value for the resistors can be easily substituted in both documentation and PCB. 

 

Figure 16 below shows the schematic for the status lights of the system. 

 

Figure 16: Status LED Schematic 

 

To direct the light out of the enclosure we are using a light pipe made from acrylic [20]. The shape of the 

light pipe spreads the light out along the bevel of the enclosure and uses internal reflection to ensure 

that most of the light reaches the outside. Additional information on the algorithms used to control LED 

status lights can be found in Section 4.4. 

 

3.5 Volume Knob 

3.5.1 Theory of operation 

The volume of an individual SoundHub can be adjusted via the mobile application or by volume knob on 

the enclosure as required by [Req 3.2.18 - P2]. A volume knob as opposed to push buttons was decided 

due its ability to easily enable fine and coarse adjustments. The knob is attached to a rotary encoder to 

encode the rotation signal into a digital signal. We choose to use a rotary encoder which has a precision 

of 24 pulses per revolution and gives a two wire quadrature signal [21].  
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3.5.2 Volume Knob circuit description   

The circuit to implement the rotary encoder EVE-KC2F2024B [21] is shown in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: Rotary Encoder Schematic 

 

Resistors R16 and R17 are to ensure that the power and ground are not shorted by the rotary encoder, 

and the combination of R16, R18 and C13 and R17, R19 and C14 create a basic RC low pass filter. This 

filter works to debounce the encoder so that only one interrupt will be fired per pulse. The cut off 

frequency of the filter can be calculated from the resistance of 20kΩ and capacitance of 0.1μF to be 

80Hz. The bode plot and transient response of the filter are shown in Figure 14(a) and 14(b). 

 

 
Figure 18a: Bode Plot, 18b: Transient Response of the RC Low Pass Filter for the Rotary Encoder 
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3.6 Line-in switch circuit 
The customized DAC has both line-in and line-out 3.5mm jacks as specified by [Req 3.2.6 - P1] and [Req 

3.2.7 - P1]. The line-out 3.5mm jack is connected to either the line-in (essentially creating a loop-back 

circuit), or the outputs of the customized DAC circuitry. Each set of signals include the left channel, right 

channel, and common ground. This line-in functionality is achieved via a 3 Pole Double Throw (3PDT) 

switch 1003P1TB1M1QEH [23]. See below for a diagram of the switch’s functionality.  

 
Figure 19: 3PDT Switch Design and Function 

 

If the 3 PDT switch is in position 1, a connection forms between the line-in and line-out jacks. If in 

position 3, the line-out and DAC outputs are connected together. Position two connects neither of the 

two to the line-out, and functions as a mute for the system. Multi-paired shielded cable is used to 

connect the pads on the PCB to the 3PDT switch to prevent any external noise from effecting onto the 

output signals.  

 

3.7 Parts Justification 
Parts for this proof-of-concept model have been carefully chosen to be suited for audio applications. 

Parts are also chosen to be RoHS compliant as stated in [Req 3.0.5 - P2]. Components are chosen to 

meet a wide operational temperature and storage temperature range [Req 3.2.11 - P2], [Req 3.2.12 - P2]. 

Though this current model is only required to receive an audio stream of 16 bits at 44.1kHz [Req 3.1.7 - 

P1], a high performance decoder and DAC are used to ensure 24 bit audio at 96kHz is achievable for 

when this is upgraded in the prototype and marketable revisions. 
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4.0 Firmware Design 
 

The firmware section will describe the operations of code running on the Wandboard. The subsections 

break down the operation into the modular features including the AllJoyn framework, volume 

adjustment, status lights, joining a network and RoomFlow. The AllJoyn framework section is relevant 

for both the firmware and software sections as it has to be implemented on both sides but will only be 

explained in this section.  

4.1 AllJoyn 
AllJoyn is an open source framework and a series of core services provided to promote the “Internet of 

Things” [3]. AllJoyn was developed by Qualcomm and announced in the 2011 Mobile World Congress 

with the goal of achieving cross platform interoperability.  This framework and Software Development 

Kit (SDK) was chosen due to its wide range of support in terms of hardware, software, and also various 

development platforms. The Audio Service Framework from AllJoyn was then the ideal core feature to 

be adopt by Arimus Audio. The reasoning behind this decision was due to the framework’s ability to 

perform cross platform peer to peer communication with ease and also providing support for various 

programming languages. On top of that,  AllJoyn also handles the lower levels of the Open Systems 

Interconnection (OSI) model stacks and connectivity, eliminating the need to code for numerous 

protocols used in networking. With the open source nature of AllJoyn acting as the backbone for 

SoundHub, developers and enthusiasts can customize their own features and functions, further 

promoting the longevity of SoundHub. As shown in Figure 20, any related applications sits on top of the 

AllJoyn framework. Below the AllJoyn framework are the AllJoyn Routing nodes and AllJoyn Client 

Libraries. With the Routing nodes and libraries, developers can build of their applications on top to 

include various network configurations and connectivity.  

 

Figure 20: AllJoyn Framework Stack 
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4.1.1 Bus Attachment 

The AllJoyn bus attachment is the first connection made between applications. It is the first step in 

connecting and setting up the AllJoyn connections. The BusAttachment call will initiate the first steps in 

attempting to reach other application that also has initiated a BusAttachment call. The bus attachment 

will handle all the lower layer stacks of the OSI model like the Physical and Data Link layers to setup the 

required network and connections. With this BusAttachment, applications are then able to discover, 

advertise, and connect with each other. The BusAttachment call will automatically generate an unique 

name that gets assigned to the application that are used for advertising and identification. Figure 21 

demonstrates a sample bus attachment scenario. 

 

 
Figure 21: Sample Bus Attachment 

4.1.2 Discovery & Advertising 

In order for AllJoyn applications to discover each other, an unique identifier is required per application 

for discovery to work. This is based on a user defined, "well-known name," prefix. This prefix is the ID for 

each individual application to avoid conflicts during the discovery and session establishment phase. An 

example as shown in Figure 21, App3, being in a discovery state knows the existence of App1 and App2, 

but App3 is confused about which application it needs to connect to, due to identical well-known name.  

 

Figure 22: AllJoyn Discover with Common Well-known Name 
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Therefore if each individual application can be uniquely identified, applications can search for each 

other with ease as shown in Figure.22.  

 

Figure 23: AllJoyn Discovery with Unique Well-known Name 

 

As mentioned in section 4.1.1, a call to BusAttachment will auto-generate a unique name that is used to 

advertise the application. In relation to the unique name, a well-known name is a user chosen alias or 

representative of the unique name. Since the unique name contains no useful information about the 

application, a well-known name can therefore help by providing meaning to an application. This is 

similar to how an URL is associated to an IP, and that the URL would provide more meaning to the 

domain or website than the associated IP.  

 

To start Advertising the existence of a session, invoke a call to AdvertiseName to notify nearby 

applications using the well-known name for discovery.   The Advertisement of this well-known name will 

be published to the AllJoyn Routing node to be broadcasted over the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) port 

9956 as a standard. Refer to Appendix D.1 Alljoyn Advertisement Process Flowchart for the detailed 

flowchart of the AllJoyn advertisement process.  

 

To start the Discovery of a session, invoke a call to FindAdvertiseName <prefix of interest> via the 

BusListener object to search for any broadcasted message over UDP port 9956 with the specified “prefix 

name of interest.” By registering the BusLisenter object, we are able to collect the relevant information 

of any nearby application like its well-known name, transport format and the prefix. When a prefix 

match has been identified, the BusListener callbacks with FoundAdvertiseName.  From this point, a 

decision can be made to call JoinSession to connect or perform other operations with the information. 

Refer to Appendix D.2 for the detailed flowchart of the AllJoyn discovery process.  

With AllJoyn’s discovery and advertise mechanism, *Req 3.1.6 - P1] will be satisfied.  
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4.1.3 Streaming 

Once a valid well known name has been discovered and connected via the JoinSession call through the 

discovery phase, exchanges of requests can be made between the applications. For streaming music the 

terms “Sink” and “Source” will be used to denote the difference between the music streaming provider, 

the “Source,” and the music stream receivers, the “Sinks”. The current implementation of the SoundHub 

will only allow one instance of a Source, therefore all the Sinks with the same well known name will be 

connected to the only one Source in a bidirectional “one to many topology”.  

 

The AllJoyn Sink adopts a First In First Out (FIFO) styled control. As shown in Figure 23 below 

 

Figure 24: AllJoyn Sink State Machines 

 

the sink’s state machine mechanism allows the exchange of audio data as a request call is made for the 

application’s FIFO size. The Source then will send the audio data corresponding to the FIFO size of the 

sink for it to play. Once the “low water mark” has been reached, the Sink can then send the 

FifoPositionChanged signal, indicating the amount of memory left in the buffer, to the Source to send 

more data. The FifoPositionChanged is the difference between the FifoSize and FifoPosition. FifoSize is 

the total size of an empty buffer, and the FifoPosition is the amount of memory left in a FIFO buffer after 

playing out the data. This allows the Source to send precisely the amount of audio data to the Sink 

without dropping any excess data. A flush call can also be made by the Sink to drop all of the data within 

its buffers for incoming data, renewing the FifoPosition. Refer to Appendix D.3 Alljoyn Single Source to 

Multi-Sink for a detailed flow chart of a single Source to multi Sink scenario.  

 

With the FIFO mechanism, requirement [Req 3.1.9-P2] will be satisfied by ensuring that the Sink buffer 

will always be filled with new audio data from the Source and that the audio data sent will never exceed 

the buffer size of the Sink via the FifoPositionChanged signal. These will guarantee a smooth audio 

playback without significant loss or lack of packets under good signal and network conditions.    
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4.1.4 Synchronization 

Audio synchronization is a major part in designing an audio system that supports one-to-many 

streaming. The main cause of playback delays between multiple Sinks and a Source is the latency of the 

network. The distance between each Sink and the Source may also vary, increasing the severity of delay 

in relationship to the distance from the signal. Therefore, a reliable mechanism is required to ensure 

that the audio packets being transmitted through a wireless medium are being synchronized across to 

all devices. To achieve this, a dedicated timing mechanism was implemented. 

 

Access timing within AllJoyn is achieved by implementing the Stream.Clock interface. The Stream.Clock 

interface will provide the timing necessary to achieve synchronization. The Stream.Clock utilizes the 

Unix Epoch time as the master clock for time stamping packets. The Unix Epoch is the number in 

seconds since Thursday, January 1st 1970 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), which is the standard time 

in most Unix based systems [24]. The outbound packets from the source will be timestamped using the 

Unix Epoch into the future to also compensate for the network and processing delays to the Sink. The 

Sink will use the compensated timestamp from the inbound packets, and compare it to the Unix Epoch 

for a time difference. Since all the existing Sink sessions has the same Unix Epoch time value, the delay 

timing of an same audio packets can be calculated and synchronized.  Any data that are not rendered in 

time by the the Sink is dropped. This method was chosen based on the reliability of an accurate standard 

clock and the ease of computation to minimize strains on hardware. A more complex synchronization 

and time adjusting algorithm will be implemented in the production version of the SoundHub. 

 

To adjust for the timing playback for each Sink in the network, a call to AllJoyn’s AdjustTime will 

calculate the time difference, either positive or negative will be made to the timing of the playback. A 

sample procedure is as shown below for the clock synchronization process. 

1. Record current Unix Epoch time (t0) in nanoseconds 
2. Call SetTime(t0) and wait for the method reply. 
3. Record the packet’s timestamp as (t1) in nanoseconds 
4. Call AdjustTime((t1 – t0) / 2).  

The maximum error of the clock skew is the value passed to AdjustTime, (t1 – t0) / 2.  

4.2 Audio Playback 
Audio playback is handled through using the advanced Linux sound architecture (ALSA) driver. This 

driver abstracts the audio hardware, handles sound mixing and some decoding [25]. As our hardware is 

a PCM device, a pipe is set up to the ALSA driver over which the PCM data is sent. As requirement [Req 

3.1.6 - P1] describes, for the proof-of-concept model we support streams of 2 channel 16 bit audio 

sampled at 44.1kHz. This baseline was set because this is the standard for CD quality music. Currently 

the decoding of lossy audio formats such as mp3 and wma are handled on the mobile device prior to 

streaming. There are plans of expanding this requirement to support higher bit rates and decoding of 

other audio formats on the SoundHub in the marketable revision. 
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4.3 Volume Adjustment 
The digital signals from the rotary encoder are attached to the general purpose input / output (GPIO) 

pins of our board. The rotary encoder outputs a two wire quadrature signal as defined by the data sheet 

can be seen in Figure 24 [21]. 

 

Figure 25: Definition of Quadrature Encoding given by the Rotary Encoder 

 

The quadrature encoding does not give an absolute position of the volume knob but will tell the relative 

movement which is ideal for a knob which adjusts a variable controllable by another source. The 

algorithm for reading these signals is to set up an interrupt on the rising edge of signal A, when this 

interrupt happens read signal B. If signal B is high at the interrupt then the direction is counter clockwise 

and the volume should be decremented. A flowchart of this algorithm is shown in appendix D.4. In 

practice there will be a pool of threads which are implementing this algorithm, and a mutex lock which 

ensures that only one will respond to the interrupt at a time. This way another thread will be waiting for 

the next pulse while the system audio is being adjusted which may take some time.  

 

4.4 Status Lights 
Without the LED status lights described in [Req 3.2.6 - P1] and [Req 3.2.16 - P2], the user would have no 

way of knowing what state the SoundHub is currently in. To show all of the states using three different 

colours of LED’s: green, blue and red. Using different patterns of these colours we are able to indicate 

the status without to resort to distracting blinking patterns when user attention is not required. The 

possible states shown are described in table 1 along with the corresponding colour of LED’s. 
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Table 3: Table of SoundHub statuses and corresponding LED pattern 

LED Pattern Status Description 

No lights Not connected to power 

Blinking Red Started up but is not connected to a wireless network 

Blue Connected to the network but not streaming 

Green Currently Streaming 

Red Muted 

Green and Red  Currently Streaming and muted 

Green and Blue Other SoundHubs in the network are streaming but not this one (due to RoomFlow) 

 

In order to get timely notifications of network changes and streaming status we are have registered 

callbacks with the AllJoyn BusAttachemnt and StreamObject to update the LEDs. 

 

4.5 Joining the Network 
Network support is built into the linux operating system, which was one of the main reasons for building 

on top of an operating system. Each wireless access point (AP) credentials are automatically stored in 

the /etc/network/interfaces file. This way upon startup a known AP will be automatically joined as 

required in [Req 3.1.4 - P2]. Similarly support for wifi protected setup (WPS) [22] is included in the 

wpa_supplicant package [26]. To use it you need to run the command wpa_cli wps_pbc.  To 

implement [Req 3.1.2 - P2] we have attached a push button to the GPIO pins on the board and set up an 

interrupt to call this command on the rising edge of this GPIO pin.  
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4.6 RoomFlow 
One differentiating features of the SoundHub is its RoomFlow feature which is planned to be 

implemented for the marketable revision. This is where the music will follow the user as they move 

around and only play out of the closest SoundHubs as described in [Req 3.1.12 - P3]. We are detecting 

proximity using the received signal strength indication (RSSI) of the packets coming from the mobile 

device. This value is a measure of the signal strength energy and can take on values between 0 and 127 

[6]. While the antenna geometry will be a factor the signal strength should fall off at approximately 1/r2 

where r is the distance from the source. This makes the RSSI a decent measure of proximity when only 

caring about the order of which SoundHubs are closest to the source.  

 

Unfortunately getting the RSSI value of the packets coming out of the mobile device is non-trivial on a 

Wi-Fi network. This is because these packets are directed to the router, and under normal operating 

conditions the Wi-Fi chip will only report network traffic coming from the router directed to the 

SoundHub. To get around this we are putting the Wi-Fi chip into monitor mode; in this mode the Wi-Fi 

chip will report all traffic. As we only care about traffic coming from the mobile device we can filter out 

all of the rest of the traffic by sender’s IP address.  

 

Every second the SoundHub will broadcast average of the last 20 received RSSI values. This will filter out 

any noise or sudden changes in the signal. The SoundHubs are all able to share their RSSI values by 

connecting over the AllJoyn Bus and sending out a multicast signal. The flowchart for the algorithm to 

send RSSI updates can be found in appendix D.5. Each SoundHub will be keeping an internal list of all of 

the other SoundHubs in the network and its last received RSSI value. When a new RSSI value is received 

this list will be updated and resorted. We are implementing a two threshold hysteresis algorithm for 

deciding when a SoundHub will play. If a SoundHub’s RSSI value is within the higher threshold of the top 

value in the list then that SoundHub will play. Once a SoundHub is playing then it must be out of the 

lower threshold before it will stop playing. This is so a SoundHub will not continuously switch on and off 

when the RSSI value is on the edge. The other AllJoyn Bus will also notify the other SoundHubs in the 

network when one of the SoundHubs leaves the network through the SessionLost callback. This way the 

SoundHubs will not get stuck thinking that some other SoundHub is playing. The flowchart for receiving 

RSSI updates can be seen in appendix D.6. 
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5.0 Software Design 

5.1 Design Justification 
As mentioned in the previous sections, the open source Framework “AllJoyn” was chosen because of the 

wide range of support with different language bindings and also with various development platform 

support. In fact the Framework was adopted by many applications on the Android platform [27]. Many 

of these applications are also open source which allow further adjustments and modifications. With this 

idea in mind, the software developers decided to adopt an existing open source music player application 

named “Musydra” which has “AllJoyn” built in and make changes to the source to achieve unique 

features such as SoundHub detection and volume adjustments through Wi-Fi network. This decision 

fulfilled requirement [Req 3.3.1 - P2] from the functional specifications. 

5.2 Connection Protocol Utilization through Wi-Fi 
Streaming media is fundamental to the operation of the SoundHub and cannot suffer any compromises. 

Prior to establishing Wi-Fi as the wireless protocol for streaming, alternatives such as Bluetooth were 

considered. The limitations of the Bluetooth protocol are significant when streaming high quality music 

where large bandwidth and speed are required. Wi-Fi not only meet these requirements but also 

exceeds them noticeably. 

 

Similar to the firmware component, the android device is assigned with a unique identifier through bus 

attachment call. This unique identifier distinguishes individual SoundHubs and the “Source” android 

device, which circumvents the need for an overly complicated device searching algorithm [Req 3.3.2 - 

P2]. As presented in Figure below, a simplified diagram indicates how each “AllJoyn” enabled devices 

communicates with one another over the Wi-Fi network. The detailed flowchart of device detection can 

be referred to Appendix D. Figure 25 below shows the steps required for device communication. 

 
Figure 26: "AllJoyn" Steps for Device Communication 
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5.2.1 Handle Sink Lost 

Many problems may cause losing sinks during the streaming. For example powering off and leaving the 

network are the major causes of sink lost. When a sink lost happens, source responses will vary 

depending on the number of connected sinks. If the source is streaming to multiple sinks, the audio 

should continue on the other connected Sinks and a popup should appear to inform the user that a Sink 

has disappeared including the name of the Sink. If audio is being played on a single Sink and SinkLost or 

SinkRemoved occurs, a pop-up should appear that gives the user the option to continue playing locally 

or refresh to find other sinks. In case that a SinkLost callback occurs and audio is not being played, the 

line item representing the lost Sink will be removed without alerting the user. A flowchart in Appendex 

D.7 illustrates the sink lost handling algorithm. 

5.3 Graphic User Interface 
The mobile application is the primary interface between the system and user. Control functions such as 

playback controls and volume adjustments are displayed on the main screen of the application. In 

addition, refresh and select proximity sinks are also considered in the design for user convenience. An 

example of how the GUI may look is shown below in Figure 26. Notice that the sinks refresh and select 

functions are not shown on the main playback screen. 

 

Figure 27: Artist's Rendering of the Main Playback Screen. Image based on Apollo App [28] 
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For the proof-of-concept model we are only implementing an Android version of the app as this is all 

that is necessary to show that our system works. Therefore some of the features will not be available 

within the proof-of-concept phase. However for the production model we will provide the full 

functionalities as described below and also have an iOS version available so that users have their choice 

of device. 

5.3.1 Playback Control 

As adopted from open source application “Musydra”, the basic playback functionality are provided such 

as play/ pause, previous/next song, and repeat and shuffle songs [Req 3.3.3 - P2]. No further 

modifications will be made on these functionalities. 

5.3.2 Volume Adjustments 

Mentioned in Section 4.3, the volume of streaming music should be adjustable by pressing the volume 

up/down buttons on the side of the android device [Req 3.3.4 - P2]. In the proof-of-concept stage, 

volume adjustments are done to all sinks at once so that each sink will follow the present volume tuning. 

In future stages, independent volume control can be achieved by further utilize the “AllJoyn” Framework 

[Req 3.3.5 - P3]. 

5.3.3 Sink In Proximity 

This application includes a button that a user can select to list nearby Sinks. These Sinks can be 

selected/deselected as desired by the user so that only selected one could stream the music. The list is 

populated via the SinkFound callback and should only appear if there is a Sink in proximity. 

5.3.4 Refresh List of Sinks 

There are times, due to data propagation delays, when a Sink is not displayed right away. A button is 

provided to refresh the list which is an easy way to start searching for Sinks again. When the Refresh 

button is pressed, the list that is displayed should be cleared and, as the SinkSearcher responds with 

SinkFound callbacks, the list is populated again. 
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6.0 Enclosure Design 
The SoundHub is planned to have an enclosure to prevent unintentional damage and provide a friendlier 

and sleeker appearance as required in [Req 3.2.18 - P2]. The enclosure is planned to be included as a 

part of the prototype design. This is largely because the enclosure is not necessary to prove the concept 

of our product and the final design depends largely on the final design of the PCB.  

6.1 Shape 
To differentiate the product from all of the rectangular boxed audio equipment currently on the market 

we have chosen a pyramidal shape. We have planned to put a bevel along each of the edges of the 

pyramid. This bevel helps us meet the safety requirement [Req 3.0.11 - P2] of avoiding sharp vertices 

and edges. Along in one of bevelled surfaces we are planning to inlay the light pipes to the status LEDs 

as required in [Req 3.2.16 - P2] and described in Sections 3.4 and 4.4. 

6.1.1 Exterior Controls 

The front and back views of the design with major features labeled is shown in Figure 27.

 

Figure 28: Front and Back views of the SoundHub 

 

To keep with the overall simplicity of the design, only the volume knob and status lights are visible on 

the front panel of the enclosure. This is in line with requirements for the volume knob [Req 3.2.18 - P2] 

and for the status lights [Req 3.2.16 - P2]. We chose these controls to be on the front because they are 

the most frequently used. The volume knob that was is the selected to go on the rotary encoder is the 

OEDL-63-1-7 [29]. This is a metallic knob with a glossy finish and diamond knurl cut into the side for grip. 

The knob is planned to be inset into the front panel but still leaving enough to easily turn. A picture of 

the volume knob is shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 29: Volume Knob [29] 

 

As seen in Figure 28, the rest of the ports and controls are accessible on the back of the enclosure as 

required in [Req 3.2.17 - P2]. As it may be difficult to insert cables into ports which are on the slant of 

the pyramid, we have cut out a panel on the back which will be vertical. This goes towards addressing 

requirement [Req 3.2.15 - P2] and will also make it easier for us to mount our controls and ports. In the 

marketable revision all our ports and controls will be clearly labeled with all functional positions clearly 

marked where applicable to avoid user confusion. This will address requirement [Req 3.2.20 - P3]. 

6.1.2 Interior  

Our pyramid shape is not only unique and aesthetically pleasing, but also has the added benefit of 

including extra room to hide an unsightly Wi-Fi antenna while not taking up too much unnecessary 

volume. Inside the enclosure all of the components will be secured to each other and the base of the 

enclosure using standoffs. This is required as a part of requirement [Req 3.0.12 - P2]. Screws will be 

placed on the opening plate to prevent unintended access to electronic components. Since device is 

made to be running all the time and the power draw of the final amplification stage can be quite large, 

heat dispersion will likely be an issue. As such we are designing subtle openings along the base of the 

side panels to allow for heat dispersion and air flow as required in [Req 3.2.18 -P2]. Once completed the 

electronics should not take up too much volume so the size of the enclosure will be quite small as 

required in [Req 3.2.22 - P2]. This will make for a more discrete product and allow your music to be the 

center of attention. 
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7.0 Test Plan 
 

Team Arimus Audio has developed a set of preliminary test procedures to ensure proper system 

functionality. The test plan is divided into two parts: individual component testing and an evaluation of 

the integrated system. Detailed testing procedures for each part to be followed throughout the design 

and implementation are outlined in the following sections. 

7.1 Individual Component Test 

7.1.1 Hardware 

The hardware test plan is divided into several sections focused on the output of each major component. 

Especially for the proof-of-concept stage, the test plan is focused on the custom audio processing 

hardware. There are two major audio processing blocks: the decoder block and DAC block. The decoder 

block first receives the digital SPDIF signal from the CPU, then converts the signal into I2S format [1] and 

feeds it into the DAC block. The DAC block produces two set of differential signals from the I2S inputs, 

and post-processing amplifier circuit will output the stereo signal with high audio quality.  

 

This section will outline the hardware test procedure for the customized DAC system. Prior to entire 

system integration test, validation on DAC system will be conducted immediately once it is fabricated. 

Unit tests will be conducted to ensure they pass criteria specified below: supporting document: 

PCM1794A datasheet [9]. 

1. The hardware DAC system shall produce audio stereo output when feed with SPDIF input signal 

2. The DAC system shall produce accurate audio stream with signal to noise ratio of at least 115dB.  

3. The 3.5 mm line-in switch block should function properly without noise generation 

4. Quadrature signal is produced when volume knob is turned indicating the direction of rotation 
 

7.1.2 Firmware 

The firmware test plan section will be split up to three major categories, networks, system, and audio. 

The network section will detail the specific test plan procedures used to handle all the networking and 

connectivity issues with SoundHub. The system section will cover the general software controlled 

devices and user interaction with SoundHub. The audio test plan section will detail the streaming and 

audio playback functionalities. All of these sections will be tested individually. The software code that 

will be developed to run on the SoundHub will also be modularly tested. By testing each section of 

software independently we can easily identify the source of the bug and make necessary corrections 

before the marriage of hardware and software. The agile development process will be adopted 

throughout the project to help minimize the overall errors and increase productivity. 
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Networks: 

● Connectivity between the wireless AP with a SoundHub 

● Utilizing WPS as an alternative method to connect the SoundHub to the wireless AP 

● Connection to the wireless AP will remain active within the signal range 

● Identify the network connection between the source and the sink 

 

System: 

● Time to boot up and start up applications after power is connected takes less time than 2 minutes 

● Varying the volume knob will change the system volume 

● Status is indicated by LED 

 

Audio: 

● Able to transfer the music packets from a single source to a single sink on a single machine 

● Different support for audio format and sampling frequencies 

● One music source device to one speaker system streaming through Wi-Fi network 

● One music source device to multiple speaker systems streaming through Wi-Fi network 

● Multiple music source devices to multiple speaker systems streaming  

● Handling of a single sources to a single speaker system and later to multiple speaker systems  

● Able to perform playback functionality (play, pause, music seek, up and down volume controls) within 

the required minimum lag duration. 

● Multiple SoundHub Connected to multiple speaker systems streaming with RoomFlow function  

● Active handling of Wi-Fi connectivity when dropped or lost 

7.1.3 Software 

The software application is the primary interface between the user and the system. Therefore the GUI of 

the application must be straightforward and fulfill the requirements listed in Section 3.3 of the 

functional specifications. The features of the application will be tested as an individual component 

without considering the SoundHub system 

 Successfully run on android devices without frequent crashing 
 Correct layout of GUI and each button corresponds to its functionality 
 Automatic identifies the SoundHub device once the mobile device and the SoundHub is on the 

same Wi-Fi network 
 Stream to a separate device other than the SoundHub known to implement the sink protocol 

Please refer to the Appendix.E for a list of detailed test cases 
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7.2 Integration Tests 
The integrated system can be evaluated in different categories once the individual components are 

examined to be working properly and the integration has been completed. In the proof-of-concept stage, 

the highest priorities are the audio quality and the latency response during the streaming. Therefore the 

following tests will be done and future adjustments will make accordingly. 

 

Perceived audio quality: 

● The wireless streamed music through the system should be of noticeably better quality compared to 

non-processed music through line in from the same source. This subjective measurement will be 

conducted and judged by experienced individual. 

● The wireless streamed music should retain its quality over different frequency range, sample music 

such as heavy bass and soprano will be used to test 

 

Latency Test: 

● The wireless streamed music should respond to user’s command through the mobile application 

within five seconds. The latency will be evaluated based on different circumstances such as the relative 

signal strength of the source and the sink, and the actual command (tuning volume, play/pause, queuing 

new songs). The results will be handed over to the development team for future improvements. 

 

Power Consumption Test: 

● The system should not exceed the power rating on the AC converter 

 

Stress Test: 

● Stream music to the SoundHub for a period of twelve hours and determine the rate of dropped music 

during that duration 
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8.0 Conclusions 
This documentation has laid out the design specifications and provides design approaches and technical 

details which correspond to the functional specifications of the SoundHub wireless speaker adapter 

system. The system consists of three major sections: 

 

● Hardware development aimed to provide high quality audio transmission through the design and 

implement of a customized DAC system 

● Firmware development on the evaluation board to achieve audio streaming through a Wi-Fi network 

to multiple speaker systems 

● Software development aimed to develop an android application which is capable of controlling 

playback over a mobile device 

 

Each of the components above had its own section explaining the specifications and justifications during 

the design phase. The requirement codes from functional specifications are mentioned whenever 

corresponding text are presented. 

 

The final section of the document provides a set of preliminary test procedures to examine the model 

functionality of the proof-of-concept model. The test plan is divided into two parts: individual 

component testing and an evaluation of the integrated system. Detailed testing procedures for each 

part to be followed throughout the design and implementation are provided as an appendix in the end 

of the document. 
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Appendix A: Electronic Schematics 

A.1 SPDIF Decoder Schematic 
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A.2 DAC Schematic 
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Appendix B: PCB Board Layout 

B.1 SPDIF Decoder Layout 
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B.2 DAC Layout 
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Appendix C: Hardware Supplementary Section 
 

C.1 DIR9001 pin layout 
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C.2 DIR9001 Pin Description 
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C.3 Pin Settings for Mode of Operation of DIR9001 
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C.4 PCM1794A Pin Layout 
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C.5 Pin Description for PCM1794A 
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C.6 Functional Block Diagram 
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C.7 Relevant Technical Specification 

  

 

C.8 Pin settings for output format 
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C.9 Galvanic isolation 
 
In audio application, when connecting two audio hardware together to a common ground, A ground 

loop may occur. A ground loop happens when two grounds connects together with one DC offset higher 

than the other. This potential difference will cause a current loop flowing through the system. 

Depending on the circuit configurations of the audio hardware, such current could contaminate audio 

signal quality by inducing voltages at the output signal. As a result, user will hear “humming” noise from 

the audio output. This effect could still happen even if both of the hardware devices are plugged into a 

common outlet 

 
To eliminate this ground loop, we can put a transformer in between the circuit overlap to isolate the 

current.  Such isolation is referred as galvanic isolation. This type of noise elimination technique is 

critical to audio electronics and a prerequisite for high end audio device. 
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Appendix D: Firmware Flowcharts 

D.1 AllJoyn Advertisement Process Flowchart 
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D.2 AllJoyn Discovery Process Flowchart 
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D.3 AllJoyn Single Source to Multi Sink [30] 
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D.4 Flow Chart for Volume Thread 
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D.5 Flowchart for sending RSSI value in RoomFlow 
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D.6 Flowchart for receiving RSSI value in RoomFlow 

 

 
 

Note: this same flowchart is also used when SoundHub X and SoundHub Y are the same. 
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D.7 Flowchart Handling of Sink Lost 
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Appendix E: Detailed Test Plans 

E.1 Hardware Test Plans 

Arimus Audio’s  
SoundHub Evaluation Sheet  

Test Summary 

Test ID:__________________________ Prepared By:______________________ 

Review By:_______________________ Test Date:________________________ 

Additional Notes: 

Results 

Approved Conditional approved Disapproved Retest 

Observations and Comments: 

I certify that this test procedure has been performed according to the documentation, and that the 
results recorded are accurate and complete.  
 

Tester Name:______________ Signature:______________ Date:___________ 

Witness Name:_____________ Signature:______________ Date:___________ 

©Team Arimus Audio, 2014 
This document is licensed to Team Arimus Audio and cannot be used, 
reproduced, published and/ or revealed without prior written 
authorization. 

Archived Date: 
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Hardware test case 1: Overall audio function 

 

Test Method:  

The tester will feed the DAC system with SPDIF signal from any audio source. The line-out switch is set to 

position 3. 

 

Pass Criteria:  

User is able to hear music from the 3.5mm line-out jack of the DAC system. 

 

 

Test Summary 

Output notified Hearing music 

  

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Hardware test case 2: SNR  

Test method:  

The tester will use laboratory instrument to measure the magnitude of the output audio signal by 

probing to the output of the differential amplifier. The tester will measure the both output signal 

magnitude with SPDIF input and without input source. The signal to noise ratio will be calculated based 

the measured result. 

 

Pass Criteria:  

The audio signal coming out from the amplifier is clean such that the calculated signal to noise ratio is 

above 115dB. 

 

 

 

Test Summary 

Expected SNR Measured SNR 

  

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Hardware test case 3: Line-in switch 

 

Test Method:  

The tester will input audio into the 3.5mm line-in audio jack, set the 3PDT switch to position 1, and 

ensure the input and output signals are the same. The tester will set the 3PDT switch to position 3 and 

perform Hardware Test Case 1. The tester will set the 3PDT switch to position 2 and hear no audio from 

the 3.5mm line-out jack. 

 

Pass Criteria:  

Position 1: The noise level between two nodes is indistinguishable, and audio is playing from the line-out. 

Position 3: See Hardware Test Case 1  

Position 2: No audio should be playing from the 3.5mm line-out jack.  

 

 

 

Test Summary 

Position 1 Output Position 2 Output Position 3 Output 

   

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Hardware test case 4: Volume knob 

 

Test method:  

The tester will use an oscilloscope to probe signals A and B from the rotary encoder. The volume knob 

will be turned clockwise and counter clockwise at constant rates. Special attention should be payed to 

the phase relation between singals A and B. 

 

 

Pass Criteria:  

When the volume knob is turned clockwise, signal B should be low on the rising edge of signal A. When 

the volume knob is turned counter clockwise, signal B should be high on the rising edge of signal A. 

There should not be excessive bouncing on the edges of either signal. 

 

 

Test Summary 

Clockwise rotation Counter clockwise rotation 

  

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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E.2 Firmware Test Plans 
 

Arimus Audio’s  
SoundHub Evaluation Sheet  

Test Summary 

Test ID:__________________________ Prepared By:______________________ 

Review By:_______________________ Test Date:________________________ 

Additional Notes: 

Results 

Approved Conditional approved Disapproved Retest 

Observations and Comments: 

I certify that this test procedure has been performed according to the documentation, and that the 
results recorded are accurate and complete.  
 

Tester Name:______________ Signature:______________ Date:___________ 

Witness Name:_____________ Signature:______________ Date:___________ 

©Team Arimus Audio, 2014 
This document is licensed to Team Arimus Audio and cannot be used, 
reproduced, published and/ or revealed without prior written 
authorization. 

Archived Date: 
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Firmware test case 1: network connectivity 

 

Test method:  

Through a serial connection the tester will  prep the /etc/network/interfaces file have the 

service set identification (SSID) and password a wireless AP. The tester will then use the 

/etc/init.d/networking restart command to reset the system. Finally the tester will see if 

the wireless AP has been joined using the iwconfig command. 

 

Pass Criteria:  

The iwconfig command return value should show wlan4 to be connected to the desired wireless AP.  

 

 

 

Test Summary 

 

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Firmware test case 2: WPS connectivity 

 

Test method: 

Using a wireless AP that the SoundHub has not connected to, the tester will press the WPS button on 

the wireless AP and then press the WPS button on the SoundHub. The tester will see if the wireless AP 

has been joined using the iwconfig command. 

 

Pass Criteria:  

The iwconfig command return value should show wlan4 to be connected to the desired wireless AP.  

 

 

 

 

Test Summary 

 

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Firmware test case 3: Signal range test 

 

Test method:  

Using a known wireless AP, the SoundHub will be started at the distances of 5m, 10m, 20m and 30m 

from the wireless AP. Once started the tester will see if the wireless AP has been joined using the 

iwconfig command. 

 

 

Pass Criteria:  

The iwconfig command return value should show wlan4 to be connected to the  desired wireless AP.  

 

 

 

Test Summary 

 

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Firmware test case 4: Boot time 

 

Test method:  

The tester will use a stopwatch to measure time and will be using a known wireless AP. The stopwatch 

will be started as the SoundHub is plugged in and will be stopped when the status LED indicates that 

the wireless AP has been joined. 

 

 

Pass Criteria: The stopwatch reads a time less than 5 minutes. 

 

 

 

 

Test Summary 

 

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Firmware test case 5: Volume knob 

 

Test method:  

The tester will be playing a constant note through the SoundHub. Next the tester will turn the volume 

knob clockwise and then counter clockwise. 

 

Pass Criteria:  

As the volume knob is turned clockwise, the volume of the note will increase. As the volume knob is 

turned counter clockwise the volume of the note will decrease. 

 

 

 

 

Test Summary 

 

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Firmware test case 6: Streaming one to one 

 

Test method:  

Using a mobile device and a SoundHub on the same network, the tester will stream a song from a 

mobile device to the SoundHub. 

 

 

Pass Criteria:   

The stream should be played with no noticeable differences between the SoundHub’s playback and 

playback locally.  

 

 

 

Test Summary 

 

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Firmware test case 7: Streaming one to many 

 

Test method:  

Using a mobile device and two SoundHubs on the same network, the tester will stream a song from a 

mobile device to the network of SoundHubs. 

 

Pass Criteria:   

Both SoundHubs will play the stream in sync with no noticeable differences between the SoundHubs’ 

playback and playback locally.  

 

 

 

 

Test Summary 

 

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Firmware test case 8: Playback functionality 

 

Test method:  

Using a mobile device and a SoundHub on the same network, the tester will stream a song from a 

mobile device to the SoundHub. While playing the tester will use to mobile device to change the volume, 

seek ahead in the song, pause the song and restart the song.  

 

Pass Criteria:   

When the user changes the volume on the mobile device, this change is reflected in the volume coming 

from the SoundHub. 

 

 

 

Test Summary 

 

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Firmware test case 9: RoomFlow 

Test method:  

Using a mobile device and a two SoundHubs some distance apart but on the same network, the tester 

will turn on RoomFlow and stream a song from a mobile device to the SoundHub. While playing the user 

move very close to one of the SoundHubs and then move to the other. 

 

Pass Criteria:   

The music stream will only play out of the SoundHub which is closest to the mobile device.. 

 

 

 

Test Summary 

 

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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E.3 Software Test cases 

Arimus Audio’s  
SoundHub Evaluation Sheet  

Test Summary 

Test ID:__________________________ Prepared By:______________________ 

Review By:_______________________ Test Date:________________________ 

Additional Notes: 

Results 

Approved Conditional approved Disapproved Retest 

Observations and Comments: 

I certify that this test procedure has been performed according to the documentation, and that the 
results recorded are accurate and complete.  
 

Tester Name:______________ Signature:______________ Date:___________ 

Witness Name:_____________ Signature:______________ Date:___________ 

©Team Arimus Audio, 2014 
This document is licensed to Team Arimus Audio and cannot be used, 
reproduced, published and/ or revealed without prior written 
authorization. 

Archived Date: 
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Software test case 1: Android Compatibility 

 

Test method:  

The tester will compiled the final version of codes on the Android SDK, and run the application through 

an Android device which is connected through USB port. 

 

Pass Criteria:  

Upon successful installation on the Android device, the application should be running without crashing 

and the GUI is correctly presented 

 

 

 

 

Test Summary 

Able to compile and run on an Android Device 

 

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Software test case 2: Graphic User Interface Buttons 

 

Test method:  

While the application is running and is in the default state, the tester will click each of the buttons 

appeared on the GUI. 

 

Pass Criteria:  

All buttons should be clickable without crashing the application. 

 

 

 

Test Summary 

Pause/continue Repeat song Seek ahead Next song 

    

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Software test case 3: SoundHub Detection and Connection 

 

Test method:  

The tester turns on the Wi-Fi for both the Android device and SoundHub so they are connected to the 

identical Wi-Fi network. 

 

Pass Criteria:  

The Android device should be able to detect the existence of SoundHub through the application 

interface and connect to them 

 

 

 

Test Summary 

SoundHub detection SoundHub connection 

  

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Software test case 4: Playback Control 

 

Test method:  

Once the Android device and SoundHub are connected on the same Wi-Fi network, the tester will 

stream a song from the Android device to the SoundHub. While playing the tester will use to mobile 

device to pause/continue the song, seek ahead in the song, and restart the song. 

 

Pass Criteria:   

The SoundHub should be able to recognize the commands and perform the corresponding actions to 

pause/continue the song, seek ahead in the song, and restart the song 

 

 

 

Test Summary 

Pause/continue Repeat song Seek ahead Next song 

    

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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Software test case 5: Volume Adjustment 

 

Test method:  

The tester will be playing a constant note through the SoundHub. Then the volume up/ down buttons 

will be pressed in single clicks on the source device 

 

Pass Criteria:  

As the volume up or down buttons are pressed from the source device, the volume for all connected 

sinks will be changed accordingly. 

 

 

 

Test Summary 

Volume Up key Volume down key 

  

Results 

Pass Fail 

Observations and Comments: 
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E 4. Integration Test Cases 
Integration test case 1: Music streaming quality 

 

Test method:  

The tester streams sample music such as heavy bass and soprano from a mobile device once all 

components of the system are integrated 

 

Pass Criteria:  

The wireless streamed music should retain its quality over different frequency range 

 

 

Integration test case 2: Streaming latency  

 

Test method:  

The tester streams sample music from a mobile device, and clicks pause/continue while streaming. 

 

Pass criteria:  

The wireless streamed music should respond to user’s command through the mobile application within 

five seconds 

 

 

Integration test case 3: Power consumption 

 

Test method:  

A powermeter will be used to measure the power consumption of SoundHub during streaming 

 

Pass criteria:  

The system should not exceed the power rating on the AC converter 

 

 

Integration test case 4: Streaming stress 

 

Test method:  

The tester streams a longlast sample music 

 

Pass criteria:  

Stream music to the SoundHub for a period of twelve hours and determine the rate of dropped music 

during that duration 

 


